February 17, 2021

TO:         All Incarcerated Individuals

FROM:       Dan Van Ogle, Incident Commander
            SCCC Incident Command Post

Subject:    COVID-19 Weekly Update

As you are aware we continue to make progress in our response to COVID-19 within the necessary safety protocols. The facility has lifted the restricted movement status and will resume movement to pill line, insulin line, and mainline for Grab and Go meals, which are taken back to the unit to be eaten. All movements outside the units will be announced and strictly monitored to ensure social distancing compliance.

The Dayroom Tier schedules and the Yard by Pods schedule have been updated. Additionally, the use of smudge pads is allowed and garden porters are able to report to work outside.

More planning is necessary to increase Medical Callouts and Sick Calls, along with increasing the number of individuals working in Correctional Industries and Engineering, opening the Law Library and Education.

There are still areas of the facility that are housing individuals on medical isolation and quarantine. Units currently not cleared include the alternate housing area in the Gym, H-4 A Pod, Segregation South, and G Unit A Tier.

If you are feeling symptomatic, you are encouraged to report this to staff immediately to mitigate the spread of COVID-19.

Remember you are required to wear your surgical mask at all times.

Further information will be forthcoming on changes and opening of areas.